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Increasing parent engagement and satisfaction
thousands of educators use remind to engage with parents and other family members:

everything from announcements, to celebrations of school achievements, to tips on
“how to talk to your student about their day at school.” Across the board, educators report
huge growth in enthusiasm and involvement from families as a result of using Remind.
How Remind Can Help
Get 100% of parents signed up! Many teachers incentivize
students to get their parents signed up in return for
opportunities for extra credit, treats or chances at a raffle prize.
Create an all-school Remind class for all parents and use it to
keep them in the loop and build their involvement. One PTA
used Remind to triple attendance at PTA events!

the challenge

1 in 3 Parents
don’t know how their
children are doing in school

Set up a parents-only Remind class and tell parents to ask their
child about the specific concept you taught. That way you can
extend learning at home and spark meaningful conversation at
the dinner table. More tips here!
90% of Parents
wish they had more
communication from school

LESS

4x as Likely to Repeat
a grade as a student from
less-engaged families vs. kids from
highly-engaged families
We’re used to the parent asking how school was today, the
student going blank, and the conversation ending there. But
these Remind messages now let parents ask specific followup
questions about the day’s lesson. Those followup questions at
the dinner table have now become more enriched conversations
at home. We’ve seen a huge jump in motivation, and students
are now asking their parents what they’ve heard from their
teacher via Remind because they want to be in the loop.
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sample results
from Stanford researchers’ text-based study
with texts from school

